HEALTH POLICY RESEARCH SCHOLARS

Cohort 2022: Participants and Locations

**California**
- Aisha Diane Fletcher – UCLA
- Corina Penaia – UCLA
- Hoisum Lynn Nguyen – UCLA
- Julián Ponce – UCLA
- Monica Ramsy – UCLA
- Samyu Comandur – UCLA

**Connecticut**
- Samuel Liburd Jr. – Yale University

**District of Columbia**
- Jenna Warren – Howard University

**Delaware**
- Calaia S. Jackson – University of Delaware

**Florida**
- Elena Schiavone – Florida International University

**Illinois**
- Brianna J. Suslovic – University of Chicago
- Larry (Leo) Davis – Loyola University of Chicago
- Resha Terae Swanson – University of Chicago
- Toyan Harper – University of Chicago

**Indiana**
- Tania Nasrollahi – Indiana University Bloomington

**Louisiana**
- Ashley M. Ortiz Chico – Tulane University

**Massachusetts**
- Andrew Joaquin Bolibol – Harvard University
- Cheryl Aguilar – Smith College
- Ian Moura – Brandeis University
- Natalia Coriano-Diaz – Northeastern University
- Tiffani A. Elliott – Northeastern University

**Maryland**
- Clarice J. Hampton – UMBC
- Sevly Snguon – Johns Hopkins University

**Michigan**
- Seth Allard – Wayne State University

**Minnesota**
- Sierra Clark – University of Minnesota – Twin Cities

**Missouri**
- Woodjerry Louis – Washington University in St. Louis

**Mississippi**
- Jose McBride – Jackson State University

**North Carolina**
- Latesha K. Harris – UNC Chapel Hill
- Maurryce Starks – UNC Chapel Hill
- Maya K. Bracy – UNC Chapel Hill
- Rehaana Herbert – UNC Greensboro

**New York**
- Michelle Goulette – University at Buffalo

**Ohio**
- Abigail Underwood – The Ohio State University

**Pennsylvania**
- Saira Rabia Afzal – Bryn Mawr College

**Tennessee**
- Deja Imani Fitzgerald – University of Tennessee

**Texas**
- Brianna N. Davis – Sam Houston State University

**Virginia**
- Muna Saleh – Virginia Commonwealth University

**Washington**
- Zeruijah Buchanan – University of Washington

**Wisconsin**
- Jacqueline Buck – University of Wisconsin Madison
- Laura Joaquina Morales – University of Wisconsin Madison